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DiversionsMonetized estimates of ecosystem services are increasingly cited as partial justiﬁcation for a wide range of envi-
ronmental restoration initiatives, yet parallel applications of these values in performance assessment have been
limited. Incorporated into traditional economic models, such values can offer potential insight on programmatic
efﬁciency and help to inform policy tradeoffs within and between competing methods. For this analysis, acreage
trajectories and cost functions are developed for dredge- and diversion-based land reclamationmethods in coast-
al Louisiana, USA. Beneﬁt–cost models are constructed fromwhich ecosystem service values are initially derived
via break-even analysis and then speciﬁed to informcomparative case studies. Results indicate that theminimum
service value required to offset project expenditures is typically higher for “natural” diversion-based restoration
relative to “rapid” dredge-basedmethods under historic project conditions. Accounting for climatological and so-
cioeconomic riskswidens this gap,with beneﬁt–cost ratios for dredge-based reclamation exceeding that of diver-
sions in 16 beneﬁt–cost simulations conducted over a 50-year project horizon. Taken together, these results
highlight the inﬂuence of time and risk in the assessment of competing project alternatives, and suggest the
need to reframe restoration efﬁciency in terms of the aggregate ﬂow of ecosystem services, versus the per unit
costs of terminal stocks.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Aperennial concern in the policy application of ecosystem services is
the extent to which quantitative methods can be used to adequately
capture the value of provisioning, regulating, supporting, and cultural
functions provided by natural systems (Arha et al., 2007; Barbier et al.,
2011; Pendleton, 2008; Ruckelshaus et al., in press). Such concern is
especially prominent in the ﬁeld of economics, where methodological
debate over non-market valuation has existed for decades (Arrow
et al., 1993; Carson, 2012; Diamond and Hausman, 1994; Haab et al.,
2013; Hanemann, 1994; Hausman, 2012; Kling et al., 2012; Portney,
1994; Randall, 1994). Not surprisingly, ecosystem restoration programs
charged with efﬁcient stewardship of public funding have eschewed
ﬁnancial expressions of project beneﬁts, relying instead on biophysicaly, Department of Agricultural
, USA. Tel.: +1 225 578 2393;
), hwang23@lsu.edu (H.Wang),
.Open access under CC BY-NC-ND licemeasures for performance evaluation. For example, large-scale restora-
tion programs in coastal Louisiana and the Florida Everglades have
historically gauged restoration performance via habitat suitability indi-
ces (Bartoldus, 1999). Such metrics allow for a standardized expression
of project beneﬁts and themandated cost-efﬁcacy assessments required
by authorizing legislation (Public Law 101–646, 1990; Public Law
104–303, 1996).
Despite this operational history, monetized estimates of ecosystem
services are increasingly cited within the scientiﬁc and programmatic
literature of these programs and in support of awide range of federal ini-
tiatives focused on conservation and restoration of wetlands (Barbier,
2013; Cullinane-Thomas et al., 2012; NOAA, 2009; USDA, 2007). In
support of coastal restoration programming, for example, economic
estimates aremost often estimated for habitat provision, nutrient assim-
ilation, and storm surge attenuation (Batker et al., 2010; Costanza et al.,
2008; Petrolia and Kim, 2011; Petrolia et al., forthcoming). This expand-
ed accounting is at least partially driven by the need to justify billions of
dollars in federal requests for ecosystem restoration during an era of
heightened public scrutiny and ﬁscal restraint (Mather Economics,
2010; Pendleton, 2008). The use of these estimates, however, is not
limited to program justiﬁcation. Incorporated into traditional economicnse.
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ﬁciency and help to inform policy trade-offs within and between project
types. Such guidance is of particular importance in rapidly deteriorating
ecosystems where competing restoration methods vie for limited
funding.1.1. Rapid vs. Natural: Coastal Land Reclamation in Louisiana
Coastal restoration in Louisiana is conducted through a wide variety
of vegetative, hydrologic and structural methods,1 but two major pro-
ject types have come to dominate planning efforts in the past decade.
A majority of program spending in recent years has been allocated for
“marsh creation” projects, in which coastal land is reclaimed rapidly
through the mechanical extraction and delivery of dredged sediments
(Aust, 2006; LCPRA, 2012; Merino et al., 2011). Concurrent with this
trend has been a growing call from the restoration science community
in favor of large-scale river diversion projects designed to mimic the
alluvial land building process (Allison and Meselhe, 2010; DeLaune
et al., 2003; LCPRA, 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012; Simenstad et al.,
2006). To some extent, emergence of these two primary, sediment-
oriented forms of restoration is indicative of a growing concern that
time is a major limiting factor in addressing coastal wetland land loss
in the lower Mississippi River delta plain. In the past century alone,
the region has lost more than 1880 mile2 of coastal land, primarily
due to hydrologic modiﬁcations and ﬂood control measures that have
greatly impeded the deltaic processes that once sustained the Louisiana
coast (Barras et al., 2003; Dunbar et al., 1992).
In the wake of recent natural and manmade disasters, the State of
Louisiana has integrated the formally independent agencies responsible
for coastal infrastructure protection and coastal habitat restoration.
Consistentwith this integration and in recognition of the scale of the cri-
sis, restoration policy has expanded from the environmental suitability
metrics (e.g. dollars per habitat unit) that once dominated project prior-
itization (Bartoldus, 1999). In recent years, strategic planning has
emphasized land-building as a primary goal of coastal restoration, and
dollars per acre as a metric of programmatic efﬁcacy (LCPRA, 2012).
Though planning in the region has acknowledged the need for both
dredge- and diversion-based reclamation, the former method is often
disparaged in the restoration science community. The general assertion
is that coastal marsh created with a dredge is less functional, and that
ecological restoration should aim to restore processes, not structures
(Reed, 2009; Simenstad et al., 2006). Moreover, the front-loaded bene-
ﬁts of marsh creation are often discounted by an accounting regime fo-
cused on end-of-stage performance. As a result, comparative efﬁciency
assessments often describe dredge-based reclamation as the most
expensive form of coastal restoration (LCPRA, 2012; Schleifstein, 2012,
2013). Conversely, the relatively slow pace of diversions has been
criticized by some stakeholders in favor of more immediate results.
This criticism is compounded by private sector concerns over project-
driven changes in channel hydrology and basin salinity. Opposition
from navigation and ﬁshing interests has been a limiting factor to diver-
sion implementation and operation, resulting in construction delays
and restrictions to the timing and volume of water outﬂows (Allison
and Meselhe, 2010; Caffey and Schexnayder, 2003; Das et al., 2012;
Gramling et al., 2006).
While these two approaches are not mutually exclusive, their
relative contributions are central to a growing economic and ideological
debate between advocates of eachmethod, and one typically deﬁned by
a narrow interpretation of costs and beneﬁts. Given the scale of coastal
land loss in Louisiana and the reality of limited funding, amore objective
economic assessment is required to assess efﬁciency of these methods
in the provision of ecosystem services.1 For a comprehensive review of restoration projects by type and location, see:
LCWCRTF (2012).2. Study Approach
Previous research on restoration economics has focused primarily
on biophysical metrics and terminal unit costs as the basis for efﬁciency
comparisons (Aust, 2006; Merino et al., 2011; Turner and Boyer, 1997).
In this analysis, project acreage is the standardized unit through which
ecosystem services are examined through an actuarial comparison of
dredge- and diversion-based restoration. The process is two-fold.
Monetized values for ecosystem services are initially derived via
project-speciﬁc, break-even sensitivity analysis. This process avoids
the guess work associated with extrapolation by determining the mini-
mum dollar value of beneﬁts required to offset project costs under a
range of temporal and spatial assumptions. The second step involves
specifying aggregated service estimates (storm surge attenuation,
habitat, and water quality) to inform scale-, location-, and risk-speciﬁc
performance comparisons. Taken together, the process constitutes an
alternative framework for evaluating economic trade-offs and is consis-
tent with the State's Coastal Master Plan, which identiﬁes land-building
as a primary programmatic goal (LCPRA, 2012).
Speciﬁc objectives of the research include: 1) estimating representa-
tive acreage trajectory and cost functions for dredge-based and
diversion-based reclamation projects; 2) examining the relative sensi-
tivity imparted bymodel parameters under various assumptions related
to time, location, and distance; and, 3) developing risk-constrained case
studies to illustrate policy tradeoffs between and within restoration
methods.
3. Data and Methods
Beneﬁt and costs functions for dredge-based “marsh creation” (MC)
projects and diversion-based (DIV1) restoration were developed
through a review of authorized projects submitted to the Coastal Impact
Assistance Program (CIAP), the Coastal Wetland Planning, Protection,
and Restoration Act (CWPPRA), and the Louisiana Coastal Area (LCA)
Comprehensive Ecosystem Study. While these programs differ in the
methods used to evaluate and select projects for funding (annual versus
multi-year), they typically allocate project spending under three
standard categories: 1) engineering and design; 2) project/structure
construction, and 3) operation and maintenance. Given the small
number of observations available for the ﬁtted diversion model
(DIV1), a second model of diversion beneﬁts (DIV2) was utilized to
capture a wider suite of nutrient and sediment contributions at speciﬁc
ﬂow rates, and is detailed in Section 4.3.
Beneﬁt and cost functions were incorporated into a net present val-
uation framework and sensitivity analyses were conducted to examine
the relative importance of speciﬁc project attributes under various risk
scenarios. Parameter means were used to develop baseline beneﬁt–
cost (BC) projections and simulationswere conducted by allowing a sin-
gle, user-speciﬁed parameter to vary across its known range and solving
for the break-even ecosystem service value ($/acre/year) necessary to
achieve a beneﬁt–cost ratio equal to one. Risks were characterized
through an expected valuation framework incorporating data on hurri-
cane landfall probability and through a proxymeasure representing so-
cioeconomic constraints. Case study simulations were conducted for
lower and upper estuary locations to illustrate project and site-speciﬁc
opportunities and constraints (Wang, 2012).
3.1. Acreage Trajectories
Generic characterizations of restoration trajectories for eachmethod
were developed from a survey of technical review documents produced
by CIAP, CWPPRA and LCA for the years 1992–2010. Acreage projections
derived from future-with-projectminus future-without-project calcula-
tions were available for 38 individual projects (23 MC, 15 DIV) with
target scales ranging from 234 to 5706 acres. Sufﬁcient data on inter-
period acreage projections, however, were available for only six of the
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Fig. 1. A dredge-based reclamation trajectory (MC) derived frommarsh creation projects in the Terrebonne (TE), Teche–Vermillion (TV), Pontchartrain (PO), and Barataria (BA) basins of
coastal Louisiana.
2 Given that competitive bids are legally binding; such estimates often constitute the
best data available for characterizing restoration costs.
3 Project costs adjusted by the civil works construction cost index and expressed in
2009 dollars (USACE, 2000).
76 R.H. Caffey et al. / Ecological Economics 100 (2014) 74–84MC projects. Fig. 1 (left panel) depicts the trajectories of these six
projects using the available inter-period acreage projections at 0, 1, 5,
10, and 20 years. As indicated by the trajectories of these six projects,
construction of target acreage is delayed by an average of four years
post authorization, duringwhich engineering and design considerations
are ﬁnalized. During this period, no project construction occurs, and
thus no beneﬁts accrue. Other factors that can add to this lag period in-
clude delays resulting from funding shortfalls and public opposition.
Marsh creation projects tend to follow a sigmoidal trajectory in which
net acres accrue rapidly between years 4–6 and decline slowly after-
wards due to erosion. Some projects have initial reductions in acreage
prior to year four, due to wetlands lost from channel and containment
dike construction. All of the example projects, however, achieve the
proposed net acres within 2 years' time due to rapid placement of sed-
iment— either directly from a dredge or in combination with a dredge-
spoil pipeline. Afterwards, net acreage slightly decreases as new land
settles (reduction in elevation) and is eroded over the project life-time.
Using these data, a scale-neutral trajectory function representing
percentage of project completion at time twas estimated using logistic
(i.e., symmetric sigmoid) non-linear least squares regression. The
trajectory function,ΠMC(t), is estimated as:
∏MC tð Þ ¼
1
1þ EXP − t−0:96ð Þ=0:08ð Þ : ð1Þ
Fig. 1 (right panel) depicts the estimated trajectory function
(R2 = 0.90). Eq. (1) can be multiplied by projected target acreage
(AMCT ) to yield project acreage AMC(t) at time t. Thus, estimated acreage
can be expressed as:
AMC tð Þ ¼ ATMC ∏MC tð Þ: ð2Þ
Fig. 2 (left panel) depicts the trajectories of six diversion projects
using the available inter-period acreage projections at 0, 1, 5, 10, and
20 years. As indicated by these trajectories, construction of the diver-
sion structure is delayed by an average of seven years, during which
engineering and design considerations are ﬁnalized. Diversion projects
tend to follow a linear trajectory, in which net acreage is assumed to in-
crease at a slow, constant rate over the project lifetime. It is important to
note that the representative trajectory here is a cumulative percentage
of net acreage accrual.With erosion rates held constant, these represen-
tative trajectories depict a gradual and stable rate of acreage increase
after completion of the project's water control structure.
Using these data, a scale-neutral trajectory function representing
percentage of project completion at time twas estimated using ordinaryleast squares regression. The trajectory function (R2 = 0.99), ΠDIV1 tð Þ,
is given by:
∏DIV1 tð Þ ¼−0:0029þ 0:0501
t: ð3Þ
Eq. (3) can be multiplied by project target acreage ATDIV1 to yield the
projected acreage ADIV1 tð Þ at time t. The estimated acreage at time t can
be expressed as:
ADIV1 tð Þ ¼ A
T
DIV1 ∏DIV1 tð Þ ð4Þ
whereADIV1 tð Þ is the acreage over a given time period for a DIV1 project.
3.2. Cost Functions
A total of 34 project bids2 were examined to estimate a cost func-
tion for marsh creation (MC) projects. This function is speciﬁed using
four variables: cubic yards of dredged material (CYD), the costs of
mobilization and demobilization of dredging equipment (MOB), sed-
iment delivery distance (DIST), and access dredging costs (AD), and
estimated using ordinary least squares regression with standard
error in parenthesis.3 The estimated cost function for MC projects
(R2 = 0.93) is given by:
C MCð Þ ¼ 1:18  −1:51 þ 2:49  CYDþ 2:74 MOBþ 2:38  DISTþ 15:11  AD1:68ð Þ 0:69ð Þ 0:91ð Þ 1:08ð Þ 2:74ð Þ
 
ð5Þ
where 1.18 (=1 / 0.85) is a scale coefﬁcient to account for engineer-
ing and design costs and operation andmaintenance costs. It is based
on the historic ratio of fully-funded project costs under CWPPRA
(comprised of construction costs (85%), engineering and design
(10%), and operation and maintenance (5%)).
Developing a comparable cost function for diversion projects is con-
founded by three limitations. First, there are very few of these projects
in existence (either constructed or pending) from which to develop
such projections. Secondly, the data for diversions are typically less de-
tailed in regards to speciﬁc subcomponents, which limits the character-
ization of projected costs. Finally, the construction cost component of
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Fig. 2. A diversion-based reclamation trajectory (DIV1) derived from diversion projects in the Breton Sound (BS), Terrebonne (TE), and Mississippi River delta (MR) basins of coastal
Louisiana.
77R.H. Caffey et al. / Ecological Economics 100 (2014) 74–84these projects is limited to the physical control structure — and thus
construction costs do not map directly to projected acreage. Given
these limitations, a cost function was developed using fully-funded, or
total costs (TC) of diversions as the dependent variable. This estimate
includes engineering and design, erection of the diversion structure,
and monitoring and maintenance for the 20 year project life typically
used by CWPPRA in project planning. Restoration project materials
(sediments and nutrients) for diversion projects are not delivered
by dredge or pipeline conveyance, but instead are delivered alluvially
via river water. Thus, the size and capacity of a diversion control
structure – as expressed by maximum ﬂow rate and measured in
cubic feet per second (CFS) – is expected to inﬂuence project costs.
Moreover, cost is a function of whether the structure is controlled (by
gates or valves) or is free-ﬂowing/uncontrolled — which is deﬁned
here as a binary independent variable (CON). Eight of 15 authorized
projects provided sufﬁcent data for the development of a cost function
for diversion projects. The cost function for DIV projects was estimated
using ordinary least squares regression (R2 = 0.86), and is given by:
C DIVð Þ ¼ 6:02 þ 0:00052  CFSþ 10:89  CON
2:83ð Þ 0:00013ð Þ 3:98ð Þ: ð6Þ4. Break-even Simulations
While Ct is obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6), a monetized estimate of
the value of the ecosystem service ﬂows, i.e., the beneﬁts Bt, is not as
easily obtained. Thus, some approach is required to determine themin-
imum beneﬁts required to offset project costs. Using the NPV construct,
an “ecosystem services break-even analysis” can be conducted by
setting the beneﬁt–cost ratio equal to 1.0 and solving for the average
annual value per acre4:
BCR ¼
XT
t¼1
Bt
1þ rð ÞtXT
t¼1
Ct
1þ rð Þt
¼ 1 ð7Þ
where t is the year, Bt is the beneﬁt in time t, Ct is the cost in time t, r is
the discount rate.4 As deﬁned here, annual ecosystem services refer to the ﬂow of non-market beneﬁts
(Bt) derived over time from a restoration project. This estimate does not include the
market-value of any land created or restored.4.1. Marsh Creation
The cost function for MC projects has already been expressed in
dollar terms (Eq. (5)), but expressing the acreage beneﬁts for MC in
dollar terms requires a modiﬁcation of Eq. (2):
BMC tð Þ ¼ ATMC 
1
1þ EXP − t−lagMCð Þ−0:96ð Þ
0:08
 
2
664
3
775  1−Eð Þt−lagMC  ESVMC
ð8Þ
where t is the year, BMC (t) is the total present value of annual ecosystem
beneﬁts (in $) of a MC project in year t, AMCT is target acreage and the
bracketed expression is the percentage of project construction for a
MC project completed in year t (Eq. (1)). The variable lagMC is the
engineering and design phase time lag for MC projects. The variable E
is a project- and site-speciﬁc land loss rate, such that 1−Eð Þt−lagMC is
the proportion of land remaining at time t. Finally, ESVMC is the
unknown annual ecosystem value per acre restored. Substituting
Eqs. (5) and (8) into Eq. (7) and solving for ESVMC yields the minimum
ecosystem service value required to offset project costs:
ESVMC ¼
C MCð Þ
ATMC 
1
1þ EXP − t−lagMCð Þ−0:96ð Þ
0:08
 
2
664
3
775  1−Eð Þt−lagMC
: ð9Þ
4.2. Diversions (DIV1)
Likewise, the associated beneﬁts function for DIV1 projects can be
expressed in dollars through the function:
BDIV1 tð Þ ¼ A
T
DIV1  −0:0029þ 0:05  t−lagDIVð Þ½   1−Eð Þ
t−lagDIV  ESVDIV1
ð10Þ
where t is the year,BDIV1 tð Þ is the total present annual beneﬁts (in $) of a
DIV1 project in time t, A
T
DIV1
is target acreage over a given time period,
and the bracketed expression is the percentage of net acres accrued
for a diversion project in year t. The variable lagDIV is the engineering
and design phase time lag for DIV1 projects. The variable E is a project-
and site-speciﬁc land loss rate, such that 1−Eð Þt−lagDIV is the proportion
78 R.H. Caffey et al. / Ecological Economics 100 (2014) 74–84of land remaining at time t. Finally, ESVDIV1 is the unknown annual
ecosystem value for each acre restored. Substituting Eqs. (6) and (10)
into Eq. (7) and solving for ESVDIV1 yields the minimum ecosystem
service value required to offset project costs:
ESVDIV1 ¼
C DIVð Þ
ATDIV1 
1
1þ EXP − t−lagDIVð Þ−0:96ð Þ
0:08
 
2
664
3
775  1−Eð Þt−lagDIV
:
ð11Þ
4.3. Diversions (DIV2)
For comparison purposes, an additional diversion beneﬁts model
was used in the analysis. This alternative, mass-balance-based model
contains 21 user-deﬁned and derived parameters that characterize nu-
trient and sediment dynamics and vegetative accretion in the outfall
area of a diversion project. Boustany (2010) provides additional
details on the construction and application of this spreadsheet-based,
nutrient-sediment “N-SED” model. While detailed description of this
exogenousmodel is beyond the scope of thismanuscript, the incorpora-
tion of N-SED projections here allows for the consideration of diversion
beneﬁts that are considerably higher for a given ﬂow rate. The N-SED
model and other mass balance approaches have recently been used
for diversion planning and beneﬁt estimation (CWPPRA, 2011; McKay
et al., 2009; Meselhe et al., 2013; USACE, 2010). For this analysis, all
N-SED parameters (referred to here as DIV2) are held within published
ranges5 with only water ﬂow rate (CFS) and year (t) modiﬁed to obtain
the target acreage (ATDIV2 ). Therefore, the present value of beneﬁts in
time t based on DIV2 model can be expressed as the function:
BDIV2 tð Þ ¼ A
T
DIV2  −0:0029þ 0:05  t−lagDIVð Þ½   ESVDIV2 ð12Þ
where t is the year,BDIV2 tð Þ is the total present annual beneﬁts (in $) of a
DIV2 project in year t. The bracketed expression is the percentage of net
acres accrued for a diversion project in year t (Eq. (3)). The variable
lagDIV is the engineering and design phase time lag for DIV2 projects.
The time period lagD is the engineering and design phase for DIV2
projects and ESVDIV2 is the annual ecosystem service values for each
acre restored. Substituting Eqs. (6) and (12) into Eq. (7), and solving
for ESVDIV2 yields the minimum ecosystem service value required to
offset project costs:
ESVDIV2 ¼
C DIVð Þ
ATDIV2  −0:0029þ 0:0501  t−lagDIVð Þ½ 
: ð13Þ
Given the mass-balance beneﬁt accounting inherent to the N-SED
model, the ﬂow rate required for DIV2 at speciﬁc target acreages is
considerably less than that required by the DIV1 model. For example,
for a target of 1000 acres over 20 years, the required ﬂow rate from
the DIV2 function is 1029 CFS, while the required ﬂow rate for the
DIV1 model is 16,749 CFS.
5. Results
5.1. Parameter Analyses
Baseline parameters were set for 9 user-speciﬁed model variables to
project simulated beneﬁts and costs. Sensitivity analyseswere developed
by allowing a single parameter to vary across its known range, holding all
other parameters constant at the baseline level. Baseline values for ben-
eﬁt costmodel parameterswere set usingmean,median, ormode values
for speciﬁc variables depending on guidance from existing literature,
case history, or project location. Speciﬁc baseline parameters were5 N-SED model parameters from Boustany (2010) pages 168–169.set at: scale: 1000 acres; project life time: 20 years; discount rate r =
0.04; mobilization costs (MOB) = $1,000,000; distance = 4 miles;
access dredging = $600,000; annual erosion rate = 0.003, MC time lag
(lagM) = 4 years, diversion time lag (lagD) = 7 years.
In each simulation the effect of these parameter variations was in-
corporated into the speciﬁed NPVmodel to determine the value of eco-
system services ($/acre/year) that would be required for a beneﬁt–cost
ratio equal to one. Fig. 3 shows the effects of these simulations with the
four parameters that produce the greatest differences between the MC,
DIV1 and DIV2 models (i.e. time, project scale, discount rate, and
pumping distance).
For project life-span simulations, the required ESV decreases quickly
during theﬁrst 10 years for all project types and thenmore slowly after-
wards. The MC model produces the lowest break-even requirement
prior to years 23 and 36, after which it intersects and exceeds the DIV2
and DIV1 models, respectively. Although the MC model eventually con-
verges with both diversion models, the simulation shows the impor-
tance of time considerations in the beneﬁt–costs analysis.
For project scale simulations, the MC model produces the lowest
break-even costs for projects of less than 5500 acres, and afterwards ex-
ceeds DIV2 for simulations at a larger target scale. The required offset
values for the DIV1 model also diminish with target scale but does not
converge with MC model until 9600 acres. This simulation depicts the
importance of a project's physical size on the beneﬁt–cost relationship
of coastal land reclamation. Generally speaking, as project scale in-
creases, differences in methodological efﬁciency decrease, especially
for projects of 5500 acres or greater.
The application of any type of project discounting will compound
any problems associatedwith slower restorationmethods. As expected,
the selection of an appropriate discount rate has a major impact on the
cost–beneﬁt relationships. However, even at a discount rate of zero, the
slow rate of restoration of the diversion method produces a higher
break even requirement during the baseline time period of 20 years.
As indicated in the time scale simulation, this dynamic is expected to
change beyond 25 years.
For pumping distance simulations, the required break-even ESV re-
mains constant for diversion projects and increases with distance for
the MCmodel. To a large degree, the proximity of the sediment borrow
site has amajor impact on the cost–beneﬁt relationship of dredge-based
restoration projects. An eventual convergence of theMC cost curvewith
the diversion cost curves occurs at distances of 10 and 21 miles for DIV2
and DIV1 models, respectively.
5.2. Incorporating Risk
Thus far, break-even simulations have assumed no additional
constraints beyond project- and site-speciﬁc lag periods and erosion
rates. While numerous forms of risk (mechanical, hydrologic, environ-
mental) potentially constrain the implementation and performance of
individual projects, an approach that incorporates climatological and
socio-political risk is introduced below.
5.2.1. Hurricane Impacts
Using hurricane landfall probability data from Klotzbach and Gray
(2011), climatological risk can be incorporated to adjust the beneﬁts
of marsh creation and diversion projects given by the function:
E Bð Þ ¼
XT
t¼1
At  1−P  XH%ð Þ½  
ESV
1þ rð Þt ð14Þ
where E(B) is the expected net beneﬁts of a given project, t stands for a
given year within a particular time period t, At refers to the target acre-
age gained from the project in year t, XH% represents the percent acreage
loss expectedwith amajor hurricane, and P is the annual probability of a
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Fig. 3. Simulated effects of time, scale, discount rate, and distance on the break-even costs ($/acre/year) ofmarsh creation (MC) and unconstraineddiversion projects (DIV1, DIV2) in coastal
Louisiana.
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scale).
Although landfall probabilities are relatively easy to obtain, the cor-
responding impacts of major hurricanes on coastal restoration projects
are difﬁcult to ascertain. Little data exists for conceptualizing such
impacts, although recent studies have documented increased stormvul-
nerability of diversion-restored wetlands (Howes et al., 2010; Kearney
et al., 2011). Wang (2012) describes an approach in which project
type and scale of completion (%) are assumed to be associated with
storm resilience based on documented impacts.6 Projected acreage
loss from a particular hurricane (XH%) is allowed to range from 20% to
80%, depending on project type, location, and percentage of project
completion.
5.2.2. Social Constraints
Risk can also be expressed as the likelihood of project delay or
project under-utilization due to stakeholder opposition, which could
alter the beneﬁts and costs of a given restoration project. The probability
of social opposition to a given project is not easily calculated, as with
hurricane frequencies, and must be estimated using case-speciﬁc infor-
mation. For diversions, socioeconomic concerns can increase the
lag time between authorization and construction and cause substantial
reductions to the planned operational regime. The following examples
illustrate the operational constraints associatedwith two river diversion
projects.
The Caernarvon Freshwater Diversion Project and the Davis Pond
Freshwater Diversion Project were authorized by the U.S. Congress
under the Flood Control Act of 1965. Construction of these projects
was completed in 1991 and 2002. The structures are designed to divert6 Scale of impact (acreage loss) resulting from a hurricane is based primarily on reduc-
tions in surface acreage resulting fromHurricane Katrina on the Caernarvon diversion and
from Hurricane Rita on the Holly Beach restoration project (Wang, 2012).up to 8000 CFS (at Caernarvon) and 10,800 CFS (at Davis Pond) of fresh-
water from the Mississippi River into the surrounding marshes and
bays.
While the ﬂow rates for both structures are physically limited by
cross-section and river stage, the greatest operational constraint to
date has been related to salinity-based ﬁsheries impacts. Soon after
opening in 1991, oyster ﬁshermen argued that freshwater from the
Caernarvon diversion had damagedmany of their oyster beds. Lawsuits
ﬁled against the State resulted in $2.3 billion in preliminary judgments
on behalf of the oyster industry in Breton Sound and adjacent basins.
While most of these judgments would be later overturned, the ongoing
litigation substantially curtailed the ﬂow rate of the structure and
threatened the ability of the State of Louisiana to conduct future
wetland restoration projects (Caffey and Schexnayder, 2003).
To deal with this opposition, in 2003 the Louisiana Constitution
was amended via public referendum to limit State liability to oyster
lease property damage. Despite this amendment, and the need for
freshwater inputs, the annual discharge of these two structures
remained consistently below maximum capacity in the decade follow-
ing the referendum (Fig. 4). The 10-year (2001–2010) average dis-
charge for Caernarvon was 1969 CFS, 25% of the designed capacity.
Likewise, Davis Pond discharge for the 8-year (2003–2010) time period
averaged 2143 CFS, 22% of maximum capacity. Neither structure has
had monthly average ﬂow rates in excess of 50% of capacity since 2003.
Diversion advocates have argued that these two projects were de-
signed more for salinity control than for land-building, yet the opera-
tional history of these structures provides evidence of socioeconomic
risk. In addition to the oyster industry, a number of other stakeholders
have argued for reduced ﬂow rates at these two structures. Shrimp ﬁsh-
ermen, crab harvesters, land owners,waterfowl hunters, and navigation
interests are all represented on advisory committees that inﬂuence the
ﬂow rates of these structures (Gramling et al., 2006; O'Neill, 1994).
More recently, concerns from recreational angles have emerged in
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2012 Coastal Master Plan (Masson, 2013; Schleifstein, 2012). The new
plan calls for projects with maximum ﬂow rates as high as 250,000
CFS, more than 25 times the maximum capacity of Caernarvon and
Davis Pond (LCWCRTF, 2012).
Under a social constraints scenario, diversion project beneﬁts are
signiﬁcantly curtailed due to a scaled-down ﬂow rate, and by extension,
costs per unit are increased. Unlike the expected valuation construct
used for the hurricane risk scenario, the incorporation of an operational
constraint for diversion operations is represented here through a simple
numerical scaling factor. Eqs. (10) and (12) can bemodiﬁed by adding a
scale term (Xs) and expressed as:
BDIV1 tð Þ ¼ XS  A
T
DIV1  −0:0029þ 0:05  t−lagDIVð Þ½   1−Eð Þ
t−lagDIV  ESVDIV1
ð15Þ
and
BDIV2 tð Þ ¼ XS  A
T
DIV2  −0:0029þ 0:05  t−lagDIVð Þ½   ESVDIV2 ð16Þ
where XS is a user-deﬁned constraint for diversion operation ranging
from 20 to 75% of maximum design capacity (CFS) and 1-Xs is the
average annual ﬂow rate.
5.3. Case Studies
By incorporating detailed aspects of risk into the beneﬁt–costmodel,
comparative case-studies can be used to illustrate speciﬁc tradeoffs
between dredge- and diversion-based methods. Assumptions for
these simulations are derived from baseline values for beneﬁt and cost
parameters and described in Table 1. For the purpose of brevity, the
simulations compare the MC model and one diversion model (DIV2).
As the more liberal of the two diversion models described herein, itsTable 1
Case study assumptions.
Variable Description
Project types MC and DIV2 (Controlled)
Location Upper & Lower Estuary
Project life time 20 years and 50 years
Target scales 1000 and 5000 acres
Time lag 4 to 10 years
Land loss rates 0.003 to 0.006 per year
Hurricane probability (XH%) 0.1 to 0.2
Discount rate 4%use projects an upper-bound scenario for estimating diversion beneﬁts
and simpliﬁes the comparison. A more comprehensive suite of case
comparisons is provided in Wang (2012).
To minimize substitutability concerns, project locations along the
lower Mississippi River in southeastern Louisiana were chosen from
areaswhere existing reclamation projects are currently in consideration
for both types of restoration. To examine the effects of stakeholder op-
position on project scale and ﬂow rate, an upper and lower estuary pro-
ject site is modeled to capture the potential for higher or lower levels of
social opposition, according to settlement, population and commerce.
The Upper location is assumed to be located on the western side of the
Mississippi River between Myrtle Grove, LA and Point a La Hache, LA.
The Lower location is on the western side of the Mississippi River be-
tween Boothville, LA and Venice, LA. Fig. 5 depicts these two locations
in relation to other dredge- and diversion-based restoration projects
in coastal Louisiana.
Project life is set at 20 and 50 years, time horizons utilized under
CWPPRA and the 2012 Coastal Master Plan. Target scales are set at
1000 acres and 5000 acres. Project construction time lags are set
based on historical experience and range from 4 to 10 years depending
on project type and location. Annual land loss rate ranges from 0.003 to
0.006 depending on project location (LaDNR, 1998). Major hurricane
probability ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 depending on location (Klotzbach
and Gray, 2011). Fresh water diversion type is considered to be con-
trolled. Constraints to diversion ﬂow rate are assumed to be higher
(lower) for projects in more (less) populated areas and higher (lower)
for projects of larger (smaller) design scale. For speciﬁc combinations
of location and scale, average annual ﬂow rate (1− Xs) is assumed to
be: 40% for upper estuary and 1000 acres; 25% for upper estuary and
5000 acres, 80% for lower estuary and 1000 acres; 40% for lower estuary
and 5000 acres.Mobilization and demobilization cost and access dredg-
ing cost forMC projects are set at $1,000,000 and $600,000. The average
pumping distance for MC projects is assumed to be 4 miles. Total
costs are assumed to be comprised of engineering and design (10%),
construction (85%), and operations and maintenance (5%).Variable Description
Avg. diversion ﬂow (1-Xs) 25–80% of max
Mob/Demob Cost $1,000,000
Pumping Distance 4 miles
Access dredging $600,000
Construction costs 85%
E&D costs 10%
O&M costs 5%
Ecosystem service values $4,410 per year
Upper Estuary
Lower Estuary
Fig. 5. Upper and lower estuary case study locations (★) in Plaquemines Parish in relation to other dredge-based (○) and diversion-based (▲) restoration projects in coastal Louisiana.
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tions is speciﬁed at $4410/acre/year, which represents the aggregate of
annual services values for habitat ($282), water quality ($866) and
storm surge protection ($3653) from Kazmierczak (2001a, b) and
Costanza et al. (2008). Comprising the majority of this aggregate
estimate, storm surge attenuation is assumed to be a primary beneﬁt
of restoration projects focused on land-building. Estimates from the lit-
erature vary, but valuation studies indicate that at-risk populations
place a premium on storm surge protection. Such values can exceed
habitat values by one order of magnitude (Costanza et al., 2008;
Kazmierczak, 2001a,b; Petrolia and Kim, 2009, 2011; Petrolia et al.,
forthcoming; Woodward and Wui, 2001). Speciﬁcation of ecosystem
values described here is intended for efﬁciency comparison purposes
only and should in no way be interpreted as an implied valuation via
beneﬁts transfer.
Tables 2 and 3 provide the results of NPV simulations for the Upper
and Lower estuary locations. For each simulation, estimates are provided
for projected acreage, unit costs, beneﬁt ﬂows, and B:C ratios.
5.3.1. Acreage
In all case simulations, the projected acreage of MC projects exceeds
that of DIV2 projects for projects of similar target scale. For 50-year pe-
riods in the lower basin; however, the DIV2 project acreage is
converging on the acreage of the MC project. Yet, neither project type
achieves the target acreage during the speciﬁed time period. In the
case of MC projects, three factors constrain target beneﬁts: lag time,Table 2
Cost and beneﬁt output for upper estuary scenarios.
MC
Upper 1
1000 ac/20 y
Upper 2
1000 ac/50 y
Upper 3
5000 ac/20 y
Uppe
5000 a
Net acres 934 853 4670 4267
NPV costs ($) 37,798,400 37,423,575 47,801,529 47,327,
NPV beneﬁts ($) 40,687,958 71,993,875 203,439,791 359,969
B:C ratio 1.08 1.92 4.26 7.61
$/acre 40,469 43,873 10,236 11,092erosion, and hurricane effects (XH%). Because of these constraints, MC
projects achieve only 85 and 93% of the target acreage in the upper
estuary and only 87 and 73% of the target acreage in the lower estuary;
for projects of 1000 and 5000 acres in scale, respectively.
Likewise, four factors constrain DIV2 target beneﬁts: lag time,
erosion, hurricane effects (XH%), and social constraints (XS). Because of
these constraints DIV2 project beneﬁts range from 12 to 32% of the
target acreage in the upper estuary; and 30 to 87% of the target acreage
in the lower estuary; for projects of 1000 and 5000 acres in scale,
respectively. The largest of these constraints is expressed via Xs, which
accounts for an overwhelmingmajority of the difference between target
and actual beneﬁt accrual rates.
5.3.2. Total and Unit Costs
Total project costs for DIV2 simulations ranged from25 to 35% that of
MC projects for similar design scales in both the upper and lower estu-
ary. Moreover, the least expensive simulation in terms of per unit costs
is the 5000 acre DIV2 project in the lower estuary. This project achieves
unit cost of $8828 and $6306/acre for 20 year and 50 year trajectories.
These results appear consistent with recent policy assertions describing
diversions as themost cost-effective form of restoration. In reality, how-
ever, there are few locations in the upper basinwhere large-scale diver-
sions can be implemented without encountering socioeconomic
opposition. For river diversion projects to operate at a higher capacity
in more populated areas; additional costs would likely be incurred
to mitigate ﬂow-related impacts to private property and commercialDIV2
r 4
c/50 y
Upper 1
1000 ac/20 y
Upper 2
1000 ac/50 y
Upper 3
5000 ac/20 y
Upper 4
5000 ac/50 y
193 321 602 1003
509 12,035,230 11,830,916 12,082,695 11,900,929
,373 2,399,596 7,323,328 7,496,977 22,880,297
0.2 0.62 0.62 1.92
62,359 36,856 20,071 11,865
Table 3
Cost and beneﬁt output for lower estuary scenarios.
MC DIV2
Lower 1
1000 ac/20 y
Lower 2
1000 ac/50 y
Lower 3
5000 ac/20 y
Lower 4
5000 ac/50 y
Lower 1
1000 ac/20 y
Lower 2
1000 ac/50 y
Lower 3
5000 ac/20 y
Lower 4
5000 ac/50 y
Net acres 872 728 4359 3639 508 671 1520 2098
NPV Costs ($) 37,798,400 37,423,575 47,801,529 47,327,509 13,366,465 13,151,140 13,419,179 13,229,091
NPV beneﬁts ($) 38,885,396 67,044,229 194,426,982 335,221,144 8,161,172 16,722,894 24,271,476 52,247,394
B:C ratio 1.03 1.79 4.07 7.08 0.61 1.27 1.81 3.95
$/acre 43,347 51,406 10,966 13,006 26,312 19,599 8,828 6,306
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scope of this study, social constraints can be addressed indirectly via re-
ductions to diversion ﬂow rate— a scenario that exists in reality and has
historically dictated the operation of river diversions via multi-
stakeholder, interagency advisory committees. Accounting for such
ﬂow reductions, DIV2 project simulations in the upper estuary produce
unit costs from $11,865 to $62,359. In each of the four comparable
upper estuary scenarios, MC projects have unit lower cost, ranging
from $10,236 to $40,449/acre.
5.3.3. Beneﬁt Flows and B:C Ratios
Accrued net beneﬁts from ecosystem services forMCprojects ranges
from 4 to 27 times greater than that of DIV2 projects designed for the
same target acreages and time periods. Moreover, B:C ratios were
found to be greater than 1.0 in all of the MC simulations, and exceeded
1.0 in only four of the eight DIV2 scenarios. The overall B:C ratio for
MCprojects ranges froma lowof 1.03 to a highof 7.61. For DIV2 projects,
B–C ratios range from 0.2 to 3.95.
6. Summary and Conclusions
As State and Federal agencies grapple with shrinking budgets and
competing needs, the return on ecosystem restoration spending is
becoming more scrutinized. For this reason, public funding for coastal
wetland restoration is increasingly predicated on a range of monetized
ecosystem services. Parallel use of such values in comparative project
assessments, however, has been lacking. In this paper we have both
derived and speciﬁed monetized ecosystem service values as part of a
beneﬁt cost analysis designed to examine the comparative efﬁciency
of funding allocated for “rapid” and “natural” approaches to coastal
land reclamation in Louisiana. In doing so, we have identiﬁed some
potential concerns regarding the current approach through which
project and programmatic efﬁciency is measured.
Beneﬁt and cost functions were estimated for dredged- and
diversion-based land reclamation and incorporated into a beneﬁt–cost
analysis to derive break-even ecosystem service values. Ecosystem ser-
vice values were speciﬁed in comparative case study simulations devel-
oped under 16 scale- and location-speciﬁc scenarios. Restoration
uncertaintywas incorporated into case studies through an expected val-
uation framework to address the susceptibility of project-speciﬁc bene-
ﬁts to climatological and socio-political risk. As expected, unit costs
were found to generally decrease with increases in project scale and
time period, and to increase at higher discount rates— regardless of res-
toration method. Additional factors, such as mobilization of dredging
equipment, access dredging costs, and the distance between sediment
borrow site and project site, served to signiﬁcantly increase the unit
costs of dredge-based marsh creation projects.
Through unconstrained break-even analysis, the annual value of
ecosystem services required to offset dredge-basedmarsh creation pro-
ject costs were found to be lower (i.e., to have a lower burden of proof)
than that of diversions at time periods less than 23 and 36 years,
pumping distances less than 10 and 21 miles, and target scales less
than 5500 and 9400 acres, compared to DIV2 and DIV1 projects, respec-
tively. In risk-constrained comparisons, however, these intersectionpoints increased substantially with the incorporation of method- and
location-speciﬁc uncertainty.
Given its relatively low probability, the risk of impact from a major
hurricane at a speciﬁc project location produces only marginal reduc-
tions in beneﬁts for both project types under an expected valuation
construct. Conversely, a scaling factor representing socio-political
accommodations consistent with operational history was shown to
have a substantially negative effect on the economic and ecologic
performance of river diversion projects. Even with the more liberal
DIV2 model and average ﬂow rates as high as 80%, the 50-year acreage
trajectory of diversions remains below that of marsh creation projects
of similar target scale. Accordingly, beneﬁt–cost ratios of ecosystem
services (net present beneﬁts) were found to be greater in all cases
(16 simulations) for dredge-based marsh creation projects when
compared to diversion projects of the same target scale and time period
(1000–5000 acres, 20–50 years, upper and lower estuary). This ﬁnding
runs counter to current assertions regarding the unrivaled efﬁciency
of diversions and illustrates a potential shortcoming of project prioritiza-
tion regimes based on limited interval or end-of-stage unit cost compari-
sons, versus a comparison of ecosystem service ﬂows over time.
7. Limitations and Additional Research
As currently structured, this analysis does not attempt to address
the sediment availability constraints unique to speciﬁc reclamation
methods and locations. The intent is simply to develop a generic com-
parison of thesemethods in terms of the trajectory-speciﬁcﬂows of eco-
system services over time. Moreover, the suite of publically-available
information on diversions at the time of this analysis (July 2010–June
2012) did not contain data for diversions of themuch larger ﬂow capac-
ity described in Louisiana's 2012 coastal master plan. Nevertheless,
case-study comparisons do include a mass-balance model of diversions
(DIV2) that projects acreage beneﬁts at more than 16 times the rate
derived from previously authorized diversion projects (DIV1) at a simi-
lar ﬂow rate.
Ultimately, a reﬁtting of these beneﬁt trajectories would be required
for economic assessment of the scale of projects featured in the 2012
master plan. Projected cost functions would also require revision,
especially for the much larger “sediment diversion” projects. And
while projects like Caernarvon and Davis Pond may be poor analogs
for the land-building capacity of these larger diversions, they do provide
a valid foundation for examining operational risk. Given the apparent
lack of impact mitigation strategies in the current plan, it is likely that
large-scale diversions will also be constrained by socio-political opposi-
tion over project-driven changes in hydrology and salinity.
Another limitation of this analysis stems from the equal treatment of
acreage-based ecosystem services generated from land reclaimed
through both rapid and natural methods. While the current approach
is valid for characterizing temporal differences in beneﬁt ﬂows, the
analysis would beneﬁt from a more method-speciﬁc attribution of eco-
system services. The potential for such reﬁnement hinges largely on the
availability and suitability ofmonetized estimates for storm surge atten-
uation and habitat provision, two of the most frequently cited beneﬁts
of marsh creation and diversion projects. Given that public preference
for storm surge protection is typically valued at a higher level than for
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not the direction of these ﬁndings.
It is worth reiterating that the trajectories developed for this study
are based on extant data from current and proposed projects available
at the time of the analysis. While reﬁnement is ongoing, such revision
is not expected to change the basic shapes of the beneﬁt trajectories
that underlie this analysis. Likewise, the development of project costs
functions for this analysis was hampered by a small number of highly
variable observations. Such data conditions–though not particularly
conducive for robust predictive modeling–are the reality faced by
State and Federal programmanagers tasked with the budgeting and al-
location of billions of dollars in coastal restoration funding. Adaptive
management of large-scale restoration requires systematic analysis of
costs and beneﬁts, despite these limitations.8. Policy Implications
Calls for diversion-based reclamation in coastal Louisiana are
grounded in the deltaic history of the region and supported by a
predominance of natural science in restoration policy. Such factors
alone have provided the biophysical justiﬁcation for a programmatic
evolution towards the restoration of alluvial processes, versus struc-
tures. Economic arguments in support of this policy have pointed to
the estimated cost of diversions in comparison to other methods.
Indeed, unconstrained simulations from this study depict the total
cost of diversion-based reclamation at approximately one third that
of dredge-based reclamation for similar target acreages. Moreover,
break-even analyses indicate potential economies of scale for those
diversions that greatly exceed the project sizes and time periods autho-
rized to date. Yet these claims and projections hinge on one key as-
sumption that is largely inconsistent with the history of diversions —
unimpeded ﬂow. Strategic planning for these projects requires more
than a biophysical assessment of operational risk, and one that more
fully accounts for the timing of beneﬁt delivery.
As the State pursues a policy of more aggressive reintroduction of
the Mississippi River, project accounting should expand to include the
potential transition costs that will likely manifest at higher ﬂow rates.
Direct mitigation of this risk, whether required by law or political expe-
dience, will invariably affect the beneﬁt-cost relationships of individual
projects, and could ultimately shift prioritization calculus at the pro-
gram level. At a minimum, the feasibility of preemptive compensation
options should be compared to the indirect accommodations that
have come to characterize diversion operations. Reacting to socio-
political opposition via ﬂow reductions has been proven by history,
and this analysis, to have a substantial opportunity cost.
Given a longer, geologic planning horizon, these results would likely
be different. Policy-makers have acknowledged, however, that at
some point the uncertainties about projected costs, beneﬁts, and risks
become too variable for reliable prediction. Thus, managing public
expectations of diversions and maintaining sufﬁcient political resolve
will be particularly vital challenges given the 50-year horizon for
these projects and the apparent efﬁcacy of more immediate, dredge-
based alternatives.
Finally, the policy governing restoration of coastal Louisiana (and
many other major ecosystems) has historically been time-neutral
in regards to the assessment of projected beneﬁts — one in which a
unit of restoration is of no more value today that a unit of restoration
delivered at some distant point in the future. To maximize the return
on restoration investments, program managers are encouraged to
expand efﬁciency accounting to consider the dynamic accrual of
restoration beneﬁts for a given project trajectory. Use of monetized
ecosystem services within a traditional beneﬁt-cost framework can
help achieve that goal by improving the efﬁciency through which limit-
ed funding is allocated and by allowing for a more comprehensive
accounting of methodological trade-offs.Acknowledgments
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